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I. Introduction 

Since the last few decades Weaving Department of Silk Industry has witnessed newly developed modern shuttle 

less high performance looms accomplishing a rise in productivity and reducing the production cost 1. Even though 

these modern looms produce wide ranges of fabrics at a very high weft insertion rate but the sudden haltage of the 

running looms due to yarn breakage and other probable causes is still unavoidable. When a weaving machine is 

restarted either after piecing of warp or weft yarns or after pick finding, or after a prolonged loom stoppage then 

in most of the situations it has been observed that an isolated narrow bar occurs along the width of the fabric. This 

is known as the starting mark on the fabric. This is a most common phenomenon of fabric fault and generally 

cannot be removed from the fabric once it has occurred. Due to this reason the fabric is not selected for the 

subsequent wet processing treatments like dyeing and printing. Starting marks on fabrics were first investigated 

by 2, 3Greenwood and Cowhig (1956).Greenwood had commented on the relation between weft density and cloth 

fell movement. He had explained the fact that the pick spacing depends on the cloth fell movement. In another 

study 4 made by Greenwood and Cowhig they had shown an experimental investigation report of the effect of loom 

speed on pick spacing. It was found that the loom speed and its slight variations either during the running condition 

or after initiating, was not having any appreciable irregularity in the pick spacing. Greenwood and Vaughen had 

derived and analysed mathematical relationships between beat-up forces, cloth fell position, take-up rate and pick 

space 5, which can be expressed as Rs = (S-L)[ E1/ L1 + E2/ L2] (during non-bumping condition) and Rs = (S-L)[ 

E1/ L1 + To] (during bumping condition), where, Rs is the beat-up force, S is pick spacing, L is the cloth fell 

distance, E1 and E2 are the warp and fabric elastic modulus respectively, L1 and L2 are the warp and fabric free 

lengths respectively, and To is the basic warp tension. According to Inui, 6,7difference in warp tension after 

restarting the loom and that during the steady running state is the most important cause of generation of starting 

marks. He has also observed that the variation in warp tension was closely associated with the inertia of the 

oscillating backrest. He reported that “ thin” starting marks or crack (picks spaced less closely) are a result of 

lower warp tension while “thick ” starting marks (picks spaced more closely) are due to higher tension during 

restarting in comparison to steady running state tension.  Plate and Hepworth 8,9observed that the picks at cloth 

fell slip back when the reed recedes after beating up resulting non-uniform pick spacing at the cloth fell. According 

to Ding Xin 10, the backward movement of the picks at the cloth fell, may be due to both slipping and rolling back. 

Rolling back is easier than slipping back as it requires less energy. Energy stored in a twisted yarn could be released 

to promote rolling back. In their work, Wulfhorst and Obolenski 11 have reported an image processing technique 

which they used to study the starting marks. They found that the tendency towards formation of the starting mark 

increases with fabric tightness, when other factors such as stoppage time, stop position, warp let off control and 

back rest damping had insignificant effects. However, some of their findings contradicted the results of previous 

research work and they also did not investigate the rationality of various theories propounded by previous 

researchers. In recent years, new weaving machineries with starting mark prevention mechanism had been 
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introduced. The machines are equipped with electronic devices to prevent the occurrence of starting marks by the 

machine manufactures. But the determination of proper machine setting before restarting remains challenging 

(Industry Textile, 1996). The cause of starting marks in woven fabric includes drifting of the fell of the cloth due 

to the relaxation of the warp and the fabric, and the loom’s dynamic characteristics when starting up. 

II. Material and Methods 

To study the effects of certain weaving parameters on starting marks appearing in silk fabrics, silk Tafetta-A, silk 

Tafetta-B and Twill silk fabrics have been used. The particulars of the yarns which have been employed to 

produce the silk fabric specimen, have been furnished in Table1. 
 

Table 1 Particulars of the material 
Materials Parameters Warp Yarn Weft Yarn Areal Density 

(GSM) 

Weave 

Silk Taffeta-A Ply 2 4  

 

78 

 

 

Plain1/1 
Linear Density 

(Denier) 

34 136 

Count of the Yarn(epc X 
ppc) 

78 30 

Silk Taffeta-B Ply 2 4  

 

64 
 

 

 

Plain1/1 
Linear Density 

(Denier) 

34 68 

Count of the Yarn(epc X 
ppc) 

78 40 

Silk Both side Twill 

Fabric 

Ply 1(Kora) 3  

 
113 

 

Both side 1/3 Twill Linear Density 
(Denier) 

21 102 

Count of the Yarn(epc X 

ppc) 

180 59 

 

To produce the silk fabric, the interlacement of the warp and weft yarns have been carried out in Dornier loom 

at the atmospheric conditions of 27o degree Centigrade and 72% relative humidity in a commercial silk mill. 

The particulars of the loom are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2 Particulars of the machine 

Loom and 

its Make Nature of the Take-up Motion Nature of the Late-off Motion 

Machine 

speed(rpm) 

Shed 

crossing 

position 

No of 

heald 

shaft 

Average 

warp 

tension 

Dornier 

HTV Rigid 

Rapier 
Staubli 

Dobby-2668 

Electronic and +ve Electronic and +ve 400 3250  4 10 cN/thread 

 

Five different studies have been carried out in this work which are study of variation of pick density with warp 

tension, variation of pick density with stoppage time, influence of backrest roller height on starting mark, effect 

of weft material and weave in starting mark and effect of take-up roller covering in starting mark. 

Studies have been carried out on the different silk fabric samples produced by varying the warp tension from 

5cN/thread to 17 cN/thread keeping other parameters (like back rest height, spring tension, loom crossing 

position, weave, ppc, etc) constant. It has been found that lowering the warp tension below 5 cN/thread results 

entanglement of warp yarns and warp breakage. Again for a warp tension higher than 17 cN/thread results in more 

number of warp breakage due to high tension. Therefore the study of variation of pick density has been carried 

out with in the warp tension range 5cN/thread to 17cN/thread. To identify the influence of stoppage time on 

starting mark machine stops to take study like for 5minute, for 10 minute, 15 minutes, 20 minutes, 25 minutes 

and 30 minute. It is important to find out the exact height of the back rest roller to avoid starting mark .To identify 

the influence of back rest roller height on starting mark keeping the back rest at different height i.e. upper height-

marked 8 in Dornier machine (4 inch upper side from the cross shed height) to lower height-marked 16 in Dornier 

loom (4 inch lower side from the cross shed height). Study has been taken on three type of fabrics. In the first 

fabric weft material is 4 ply 40/44 filature yarn and ppc is 30, for second fabric weft material is 4 ply 20/22 filature 

yarn and ppc is 40 and for the third fabric weft material is 2 ply 40/44 den yarn and ppc is 59.Three fabrics with 

different weave plain &twill are also produced to see the effect of weave on the starting mark keeping other 

parameter same. Two trials are taken to identify the effect of take-up and pressure roller nature of covering on 

starting mark. In first case both the rollers are covered with emery cloth as usual in Dornier Loom (HTV Rigid 

Rapier – 1996) and for the second case take up roller is covered with emery cloth and the pressure roller is covered 

with soft felt. 
 

III. Results and Discussions 

After performing the above studies it has been observed that the starting mark on the produced silk fabric 

samples has occurred due to variation of the several process and machine parameters. 
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Effect of warp tension 

It has been found that keeping the warp tension constant at 5 cN/thread, as the loom starts working one thin line 

appears in the fabric. This phenomenon is termed as crack which is responsible for lower pick density resulting in 

less pick spacing. As the warp tension has been gradually increased from 5 cN/thread to 17 cN/thread it has been 

observed that with the starting of the loom the crack mark starts disappearing and completely disappears after a 

certain increased value of the warp tension. With the further increase of the warp tension a comparatively thick line 

termed as the starting mark generates resulting in a dense pick spacing in the fabric. The variation of the pick 

density of the three different produced fabric specimens with the warp tension has been shown in Table 3. 
 

Table 3 Variation of pick density with warp tension 
Taffeta-A Taffeta-B Both side Twill 

Warp 

tension 

(cN/thread) 

ppc Original 

ppc 

Warp tension 

    (cN/thread) 

ppc Original 

ppc 

Warp 

tension 

(cN/thread) 

ppc Original 

ppc 

5-6 29  
 

 

30 

5-6 39  
 

 

40 

5-6 56  
 

 

59 

7-8 29.5 7-8 39.5 7-8 57 

9-10 30 9-10 40 9-10 58 

11-12 30 11-12 40 11-12 59 

13-14 30.5 13-14 41 13-14 60 

15-16 31 15-16 42 15-16 61 

17 31.5 17 42 17 61 

This type of crack or starting mark have appeared in silk fabric due to displacement of the cloth fell from its 

original position. In lower tension cloth fell moves towards the take-up roller and reduces the pick density 

resulting crack and for higher warp tension cloth fell moves towards the reed results higher pick density resulting 

in starting mark. So optimisation of warp tension is very essential to avoid or minimize the starting mark. 

Effect of Stoppage time on Starting Mark 

During the running condition of the loom the tension of warp yarn shows almost negligible deviation from its 

value, set initially, but when the loom has been stopped the tension of the warp yarn falls and thereby shows a 

considerable deviation from the initial value resulting into starting mark formation. Machine stoppage time of 

greater duration causes more severe starting mark indicating higher pick space variation. So as the stoppage time 

increase the chances of starting mark generation increased. The variation of pick density with respect to stoppage 

time of the loom is given in table 4. The warp yarns are subjected to a particular tension during the running 

condition of the loom. When the loom is stopped the tension in the yarn falls and continue to drop up to a certain 

level as long as the loom remain static 
 

Table 4 Pick density with stoppage time 
Stoppage time in min 

Taffeta-A Taffeta-B Both side Twill 

Pick density 

(ppc) 

Standard 

ppc 

Pick density 

(ppc) 

Standard 

ppc 

Pick density 

(ppc) 

Standard 

ppc 

5 30.5 

  

      30 

  

41.0 

  

      40 

  

59.5 

       59 

10 31.0 41.5 60.0 

15 31.0 41.5 61.0 

20 31.5 42.0 61.0 

25 32.0 42.0 61.0 

30 32.0 42.0 61.0 

 

Effect of the height of the Back Rest Roller 

In any loom the main function of the back rest roller is to help in the formation of proper warp shed during 

weaving by maintaining the desired tension of the warp sheet. The height of the back rest roller height is one of 

the most significant settings to avoid the occurrence of starting mark in the fabric. Inappropriate setting of the 

height of the back rest roller in a loom results in affecting the angle of warp shed which eventually causes starting 

mark generation in the fabrics. It is observed that for all the three silk fabric when the back rest is kept in 8 marked 

in Dornier loom that means upper side, crack is appeared due to tension variation between lower and upper shed 

as shown in Table 5.  And when the study is taken by keeping the back rest at 16 that means lower side then after 

starting the loom starting mark is appeared due to high warp tension in the upper shed. Finally it is also observed 

that for plain fabric the starting mark is minimum when the backrest is kept at middle (back rest height between12 

to 13). Because when the back rest roller is in middle it gives equal tension to the both shed (upper and lower) 

which is very essential for the plain fabric to avoid the starting mark. 
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Table 5 Effect of the height of back rest roller on different fabrics during their production 
Quality Back Rest Position Result 

Taffeta-A 8 Crack observed 

Taffeta-A 12/13. Normal fabric 

Both Side 1/3 twill 16 Starting mark observed 
 

Effect of Spring Tension of back rest roller 
The spring tension of back rest also plays a vital role to avoid the starting mark. It is observed that at low spring 

tension the vibration of the back rest is increased and warp tension is decreased resulting crack line. And for the 

high spring tension the warp tension is increased and starting mark may occur. So optimum spring tension is 

required to maintain the fabric quality. 
 

Effect of Weft yarn material on starting mark 
As the linear density and type of yarn in a weft material may change the construction of the silk fabric, changes 

in these two parameters may be reflected in the starting mark. After taking study it is observed that for the 2nd 

fabric the tendency of starting mark generation is very high. The starting mark in the fabric which incorporate 

finer weft have a higher variation of pick spacing resulting staring mark. 
 

Effect of Weave on starting mark 
After taking study on loom it is observed that the tendency of starting mark is more in the case of plain fabric. 

Due to more interlacement the plain fabric has the higher tightness and cover factor which occurs higher cloth 

fell displacement during the stoppage for the plain weave fabric. 
 

Effect of take up and pressure roller covering on starting mark 

The take-up motion withdraws the cloth from the weaving area at a constant rate so as to give the required pick-

spacing (picks/cm) and then winds it on to cloth roller. 

The main part of the mechanism is the take up rollers, which draws the cloth at the regular rate, and the number 

of picks per inch/cm decides this rate. The take up roller is covered with emery cloth or hard rubber depending 

upon the type of cloth woven. There is a pressure roller with emery or felt covered the function of the roller is to 

hold the fabric with required tension to maintain the actual cloth fell position at the time of production. 

 

Figure 1 Fabric take-up motion 
 

                                                      
 

After taking several study it is found that the tendency of starting mark is higher in the first case. In the second 

case where pressure roller is covered with soft felt, the gripping of the produced silk fabric is more compact than 

the covered with emery cloth and due to this it prevents the movement of cloth fell or fabric in either side at loom 

stop. And in the first case as the gripping is not proper due to hard emery roller the cloth fell moves at machine 

stop resulting starting mark. 

Effect of crossing angle on Starting Mark 

Different studies are taken by kept the shed closing position from 310⁰ to 340⁰ and it is observed that in early 

shedding (less than 320⁰) gives steadier cloth fell than the late shedding (more than 330⁰). In early shedding the 

warp threads have already crossed to form the next shed before the reed beat up. So that last pick inserted has no 

chance to slip back.  
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But in late shedding unsteady cloth fell is caused by the last pick of weft slipping backwards. This slipping back 

may cause uneven pick spacing whenever loom is stopped and restarted and thus resulting in cracks or starting 

mark in silk fabric 

IV. Conclusion 

The weaving defect starting mark which form in fabrics when a weaving machine stops for whatever reason, has 

been studied in silk fabric on Dornier HTV rigid Rapier. After study in respect of all parameters such as wrap 

tension, stoppage time, back rest setting, take up and pressure roller covering etc., it is concluded that starting 

mark comes due to the cloth fell displacement in either side which results variation in pick spacing. When cloth 

fell moves towards the weaver then pick density is decreased (pick spacing is less closely) and it looks like a miss 

pick and called crack. And when the cloth fell moves towards the reed then pick density is increased (pick spacing 

is more closely) and it looks like a parallel bar. After this study it is very clear that the take up and pressure roller 

covering have an important role to control starting mark. After this study it is also concluded that as changes in 

silk fabric quality and machine variables significantly affect the intensity and nature of starting mark so accurate 

machine setting and proper care is needed before start the production. Once the quality fabric is produced then 

the setting specifications can be applied for that construction and loom in the next time easily. So the parameters 

should be written, apply and thus staring mark defect can be solved 
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